
Expanding
the power of FUN: 

Funtrition®, a leading provider of adavanced gummy technologies 
for the global nutraceutical industry, expands by opening a brand 
new gummy manufacturing facility in the US for global reach 
and better proximity to our current and prospect partners! 

Key Highlights from
our Funtrition  US site:

Why Funtrition ?®

Located in Miramar, Florida.

Has a total area of 62,000 
square feet. 

20+ years of experience 
manufacturing gummies. 

Flexible, agile product 
development process with more 
than 300+ gummy formulations 
developed and 50+ gummy 
launches every year. 

Key partners in portfolio 
renovation delivering a breadth of 
gummy technologies and 
exceptional sensorial experiences 
for brands and consumers around 
the world. 

Interdisciplinary R&D team with 
deep expertise in gummy product 
design, formulation, prototyping, 
and much more supported by our 
Inspiration Center.

Robust quality system based on 
industry-leading regulatory 
expertise with pharmaceutical 
background and standards. 

O�ers extensive manufacturing, packaging 
and warehousing capacities:

At Funtrition®, we revolutionize the world of 
gummy manufacturing with our cutting-edge 
starchless process:

Available to manufacture 
aprox  300 tons per month. 

Available to package aprox 
1 million bottles per month. 

Available to store 40,000 
of square feet per month.

Uses starchless manufacturing 
setting high standards for hygiene, 
e�ciency and product quality. 

NEW Funtrition  US Facility  

Visually Appealing: Guarantees 
uniform gummies with delicious 
flavors, appealing to even the 
pickiest of consumers! 
 
Allergen & Gluten-Free: 
Eliminates allergens like wheat or 
corn-derived starch, making our 
products allergen & gluten-free. 
 
Controlled Ingredient Dosage: 
Maximum control over ingredient 
deposition, ensuring precise 
dosage needed in each gummy 
for desired health benefits. 
 
Environmental Protection: 
Minimizes environmental impact 
by reducing waste and simplifying 
ingredient lists.

 

Why go starchless? 

“Gummies are now the single 
most popular supplement 
delivery Format”*

“Gummies are the rockstars
of the supplement market!”*

Sources:
1 Nutrition Business Journal’s (NBJ) Delivery 
Format Report 2022

Contact us: 
     hello@funtrition.com 

Visit us: 
     www.funtrition.com

®

®

Capability to manufacture wide 
breadth of gummy technologies 
accross key nutritional categories: 

Let us become your
global gummy partner! 


